Site-directed mutant libraries for isolating minimal mutations yielding functional changes.
Powerful, facile new ways to create libraries of site-directed mutants are demonstrated. These include: (1) one-pot-PCR, (2) multi-pot-PCR, and (3) split-mix-PCR. One-pot-PCR uses mutant oligonucleotides to generate megaprimers in situ, and it was used to randomly incorporate 28 mutations in a gabT gene in a single reaction. In more difficult cases, multi-pot-PCR can be employed: mutant megaprimers are synthesized individually, then combined in a single mutagenesis PCR. This method was used to incorporate 14 out of 15 mutations in a pabB gene. Split-mix-PCR is a conceptually novel method for creation of site-directed mutant libraries. Separate PCRs for each mutant primer are performed, followed by pooling the products of the individual reactions. The pooled mixture is re-aliquoted into individual mutant oligonucleotide PCRs. These steps are repeated for each cycle. Split-mix-PCR results in a nearly random distribution of mutation sites, and a distribution of number-of-mutations per gene that is computable and narrow. Split-mix-PCR was applied to the directed evolution of aminodeoxychorismate synthase into anthranilate synthase, and easily allowed the determination of the fewest mutations required for introduction of novel activity.